/ha-/ + subject prefixes (ha-)di-(ha-)nä-(ha-)gä-(M) (ha-)gi-(F) (ha-)mu-(ha-)näm-(ha-)guSezo haːʃe hɪnʃe ha(a)nʃe daːʃe namʃe hɛlʃe subject prefixes
The /ha-/ Affirmative Prefix
The [ha] sequence on the 1DU/PL and 2DU/PL pronouns has its origins in the verbal system: the /ha-/ affirmative (AFF) verbal prefix (Ahland 2012:243ff) . The /ha-/ AFF prefix is distributed relative to speech acts of different mood/modality (here called utterance types). The /ha-/ prefix is optional in declarative utterances; it is required in polar interrogatives (where the answer is expected to be affirmative); and it is prohibited in all content interrogatives, imperatives, jussives and negatives (Ahland 2012:394) .
Distribution of /ha-/ AFF on the Irrealis Future Verb
The /ha-/ prefix is optional on final irrealis future declarative verbs (across all person subjects); in the irrealis future declarative verb, subject marking is suffixal, following the /-gà/ FUT marker and preceding the auxiliary /-biʃ/ and the declarative marker /-á/. Table 2 illustrates the verb 'slap' /pèːʃ/ conjugated across all persons in the irrealis future. Table 2 . Option /ha-/ AFF on Irrealis Future Verbs
3NSG (DU/PL) (ha-)pèːʃ-and-gà-m-bìʃ-á 'They (DU/PL) will slap (it)'
The Distribution of /ha-/ AFF on the Realis Non-Future Verb
On the realis non-future declarative verb, however, the subject is marked by prefixes, not suffixes, and the distribution of the /ha-/ prefix is inconsistent relative to various person markers (Table 3 ). These may be divided into those with an optional /ha-/ AFF prefix (1SG and 3 rd person), those with a [ha] sequence fused to the subject prefixes (1DU/PL and 2DU/PL), and one where no hint of /ha-/ is present at all (2SG). The /ha-/ prefix optionally precedes the /tí-/ 1SG marker and also occurs optionally on all realis verbs with 3 rd person (singular, dual or plural) subjects (i.e. where the subject marker is zero). On realis verbs where the subject is 1DU, 1PL, 2DU or 2PL, the subject marker includes the sequence [ha] and does not carry an additional /ha-/ prefix to the left of this subject marker. This [ha] sequence is always present on these subject prefixes and is also found on the corresponding free pronouns (cf. Table 1 , rows 1 and 2). The 2SG subject marker on realis verbs is /hì-/, corresponding to the pronoun /hìj-è/. No hint of the /ha-/ prefix can be found cooccurring with the /hì-/ subject marker.
The Fusion of /ha-/ AFF with Subject Prefixes, the Development of New Free Pronouns and a New Dual Opposition
The only way that the [ha] sequence could have entered the pronominal inventory on the 1 st and 2 nd person non-singular forms was via prior fusion of the /ha-/ affirmative prefix with corresponding verbal subject prefixes. And the phonological facts suggest that this occurred before the development of dual.
The /ha-/ AFF prefix fused with the older 1PL /*nù-/ and 2PL /ẁ-/ subject prefixes on realis verbs (1). While Bender reconstructs /*n/ or other alveolar consonants for the 1PL in all non-Mao Omotic subgroups (2000:202) , the Northern Mao /ẁ-/ for 2PL appears to be innovative and is not found in the other Mao languages (Ahland 2012:249) .
sequence of verbal prefixes fused prefixes
This fusion was perhaps motivated by phonotactic necessity as the subject markers reduced phonologically. Certainly beginning all Northern Mao verbs with the /ẁ-/ 2PL prefix would have been difficult since the vast majority of verbs exhibit consonant-initial stems.
Once the 1PL and 2PL subject prefixes were fused with the erstwhile /ha-/ AFF prefix, their frequent use (as required subject marking on verbs) motivated the development of new pronouns. This process of pronoun development also included the development of new dual forms for 1 st and 2 nd person through predictable tone changes and morphological augmentation to match full nominal word patterns: the L tone on plurals became H tone on the new dual forms, an older nominal plural suffix /-el/ was added to plurals, and the nominal final vowel /-e/ was added to each pronoun (2).
Development of Dual
Augmented 
